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Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at KASTO.

Retrofit to New Capabilities
KASTO revamps cutting and storage operation for hydraulics specialist Liebherr.

F

or 26 years, the storage
and sawing technology
from KASTO has provided dependable service
to the hydraulics specialists LiebherrComponents Kirchdorf GmbH. However, to reliably meet the increasing
demands in the cylinder production
in the future, the company decided
KASTO is a global company
specializing in sawing and storage
systems for metalworking
companies. For more information,
call 724-325-5600 or visit
www.kasto.com/us/.

to modernize and expand the system. KASTO retrofitted the existing
bar storage system and one of the two
sawing machines with state-of-the-art
technology. Moreover, the high-performance KASTOtec band saw and a
custom-made handling solution using
robot support was installed to ensure
efficient and ergonomic processes.

New saw increases efficiency and
cutting quality
For years, Liebherr-Components
Kirchdorf GmbH has relied on KASTO for storage and sawing technology: An automatic cantilever arm and

cassette storage with 733 spaces and
a large band saw from the KASTOhba
series have provided reliable service
for 26 years. “Until recently, a production circular saw from KASTO,
which was just as old, was still running,” recalls Stefan Lützel from Industrial Engineering of Liebherr Components. “Since then we have granted
this saw a well-deserved retirement.”
The reason for this was an extensive modernization of the sawing
technology initiated by the company
in 2016. At that time, those responsible decided to purchase a new saw
(continued on page 22)

More Automation
With over 130 KASTO storage
systems in operation throughout North America and over
2,200 worldwide, we have
proven to create added value
for our customers.

In the age of industry 4.0, many factors lead to profitability and efficiency in the metals industry. Short access times, high throughput
and reliable order picking are important. From the order in the ERP
system to the sorted saw cut in the container: storage, sawing and
handling systems from KASTO take on the entire process fully
automatically, autonomously and highly efficiently.

www.kasto.com
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Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at HYDMECH.

Reducing Long Part Indexing

Saves Time, Money
Long bar feed sawing machines reduce issues that arise with multiple shuttles.

S

ometimes cutting longer parts can become a
problem in the service center. This process can
be improved by installing and taking advantage of a long bar feed sawing machine.
If your typical cut lists have a lot of parts that are longer than the standard shuttle length of your band saw, you
should consider using a band sawing machine with an
extended, or “long” bar feed shuttle.
Your standard band saw will have a shuttle stroke between 17 inches and 34 inches. This becomes a problem
when you are cutting parts longer than a single stroke of
the shuttle. Although most machines built these days have
the ability to “multi” index, your shuttle will have to make
repeated movements to get to your desired length.
This can lead to inaccurate lengths. Most manufacturers will quote a tolerance of plus/minus .005 inches per
shuttle movement; however, each additional shuttle move
will increase the chance of inaccuracy and scrap parts.
What is the solution? Installing a band saw with a long
bar feed shuttle, along with the proper material handling
system to handle the long stock pieces and the long cut parts.
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Having the ability to index parts up to 10 feet in a single stroke is a great advantage in time saved and accuracy.
A standard machine with a hydraulic cylinder-operated shuttle moves at 3 inches per second whereas a long
bar feed with a rack and pinion servo drive moves at a rate
of 9 inches per second, three times as fast.
“With the faster shuttle speed, coupled with the fact
that the standard machine will have to shuttle up to 4
times to get the same length of the cut piece, you can
realize up to 3-4 times more throughput per shift,” says
HYDMECH Regional Sales Manager Jim Little.
When you couple a long bar feed machine with a motorized powered conveyor material handling system that is
synchronized with the shuttle movement, you will realize
much more productivity than from a standard machine. ■

For more than 40 years, Woodstock, Ontario-based
HYDMECH has been a leader in metal band saw and
cold saw technology. For more information, visit
www.hydmech.com.

www.metalcenternews.com
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Tracking Blade Life

Crucial To Sawing
Operation
Understanding Complexities of Blade Life Leads to More Efficient Production

Y

our high production cold saw is the heartbeat
of your manufacturing process. As the human
heart pumps oxygenated blood throughout the
body, your Nishijimax cold saw cuts billets
that feed your CNC machines and forging presses that create your product. Without a saw, your production can’t operate at capacity, which means your customer is unhappy.
Nobody likes to have an unhappy customer, and moreover
nobody wants to be one either. Considering how important
the cold saw is to your manufacturing process, why aren’t
you capturing your tool life when it comes to saw blades?
As a saw blade expert, it’s a problem when my customer says they don’t track blade life. It’s not only about
making sure I have enough stock on order to meet their
current and future needs; I also don’t like operating blindly. I can’t fix your problems without a clear understanding
of what is going wrong, and I can’t show improvement
unless I have a benchmark to go by.
If your cold saw doesn’t offer data reporting software
like the Nishijimax, you as a manager or engineer should
properly train your operators to record blade life, even if
it’s just the number of cuts. By not asking them to write
down a number with each blade change, you are left with
crude estimates, instinct and exaggeration. Not hard data
that can be interpreted consistently.
Another side effect of poor saw and saw blade management is mistaking your highest number for your average.
The human brain is a funny thing; psychological research
shows eyewitness testimony is often unreliable in criminal
trials. Moreover, scientists recently discovered they could
convince you that you were guilty of a crime that never ocPat Mooney Saws specializes in industrial sawing
machines, partnering with a number of brands to deliver
products around the globe. For more information, visit
www.patmooneysaws.com.
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curred. This is why we have security cameras to watch our
factories overnight, and livestreaming has changed the way
we consume news. A video is a piece of data that can be
altered, but it is more reliable than a memory.
Bringing it back to blade life, I find time and time again
when I’m winning business a new customer has a number
for blade life that is provably false. After I help them run
a test and record the data, we see a more complete picture. Knowing an accurate average also helps when I’m

By not asking them to write
down a number with each blade
change, you are left with crude
estimates, instinct and
exaggeration. Not hard data that can
be interpreted consistently.

implementing continuous improvement projects; if we
see a decrease in life we can work backwards to discover
what needs to be done. This is usually as simple as putting
the saw back into alignment or getting the right number of
teeth for a new job, but without knowing what your benchmark is and having data to back it up you won’t know you
can do better.
The best way to measure your tool life for a cold saw
is in square inches (or meters) As an example, let’s look at
two blades being that were being used by a steel service
center recently.
Upon first glance it looks as if they did equal amounts of
work, even though they were cutting different sizes (360X60
and 580X60) - coming in just shy of 10,000 cuts. Because
the operator knew how to properly record blade life though,
www.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at Pat Mooney Saws.

I was able to calculate the surface area cut by both blades. diameter bar is 31,400 square inches, while 8,000 pieces on
The 360x60T Kanefusa blade cut a respectable 62,065 a 3-inch diameter bar is 56,520 square inches. While it cut
square inches and the customer has even higher numbers on fewer pieces, the second blade cut more surface area and
therefore performed better.
subsequent blades. The
Manufacturing might be
580x60T Kanefusa blade
behind Silicon Valley when
however, cut a whopping
it comes to adopting the lat188,425 square inches.
I find time and time again when
est technology, but that isn’t
More than double what
I’m winning business a new customer
an excuse for failing to invest
the smaller blade did.
has a number for blade life that is
in the future. Everyone readOf course, we’re
provably
false.
After
I
help
them
run
ing this knows how dedicatcomparing clementines
a test and record the data, we see a
ed the men and women that
to oranges here, but the
more complete picture.
make stuff in America go
example holds between
above and beyond to serve
two blades of the same
the needs of their customers
size. If you cut 10,000
and country at large.
pieces of a 2-inch diamThat’s why I love working for a company that has proeter bar on one blade and 8,000 pieces of 3-inch diameter
bar on a second blade you would assume the second blade vided innovative solutions and technologies to such a dedicated field. If we can put a man on the moon, you can
performed worse if you were only recording cuts.
When we account for the surface area the blade is cut- accurately record tool life. Value creation, after all, is the
ting, however, your data inverts. 10,000 pieces on a 2-inch name of the game. ■

www.metalcenternews.com
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Sawing Challenges

Vary by Material Type

S

Properties of superalloys demand superior blade control.

awing structural shapes has long been
looked at as a challenge to hold the material securely during the sawing process,
particularly when sawing bundles of structural shapes, as well as dealing with the “interrupted
cuts” associated with structural shapes. But challenges
are also present in sawing super-hard metals often referred to as “superalloys,” a challenge that HE&M Saw
has been focused on in recent years.
Designed to have high strength at high temperatures, superalloys are ideal for the aviation
and aeronautic industries and other environments when those properties are required. These
qualities also result in making these materials
much more difficult to cut.
Blade control is crucial when sawing both
structural shapes and the super-hard metals. Several decades ago, Gerald Harris, the founder of Harris Engineering and Manufacturing, (known as HE&M Saw), developed
a patented feature called the Cut Watcher. This technology
senses blade tracking as it is sawing and reports the information back to the control.
When the blade begins cutting crooked due to dulling or excessive force on the blade, the adjustable sensor reports this and forces the saw to stop cutting, pausing
the sawing cycle. This “blade wandering” condition is also
present when cutting tougher materials like the superalloys. Metals such as Hastelloy, Inconel, A2, D2, and others
are expensive, and the ability to save material that would
otherwise be rendered to scrap due to crooked cuts is important. HE&M Saw has recently taken the feature to another level to increase its value dramatically.
The new generation of the Cut Watcher is known as the
active Cut Watcher. This improved feature not only tracks,
monitors, and reports the straightness of the cut, but also initiHE&M Saw, Pryor, Okla. Is a manufacturer of band
saws and band saw technology. For more information,
call 888-729-7787 or visit www.hemsaw.com.
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ates actions to actually straighten the cut. This saves
material from becoming scrap and improves the efficiency of
the sawing process tremendously because the saw is able to
continue the cutting process, rather than stopping the sawing
cycle due to the blade-track deviation. This is accomplished by
automatically increasing the tension on the blade using a cylinder to exert additional blade tension pressure. The increased
tension on the blade provides for a more rigid blade, helping it
to maintain a straight cut. This enables the blade to continue to
cut more aggressively when sawing tougher-to-cut materials,
even as it is starting to dull, and maintain the optimum chip
load on the blade teeth for the material being cut.
The new active Cut Watcher is currently in beta-testing
and will be unveiled soon along with a relatively new adjustable servo-controlled saw arm, or SCT. The SCT will allow
more precise and consistent force on the blade throughout
the cross-section of the cut, critical for controlling the chipload and, therefore, the life of the blade. Tests have shown
that both features will increase blade life and provide for
straight cuts more consistently, even as the blade begins to
dull. The SCT is an advancement of a previous and still viable feature called the Computer Controlled Traverse, or CCT,
which HE&M Saw has also offered for decades.
Another improved feature to be offered is one that
HE&M Saw based on an older design as well, the patented
www.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at HE&M Saw.

‘Blade Enhancer.’ The Blade Enhancer is a feature that has the saw in an automatic sawing sequence. The material hanalso been around at HE&M Saw for decades, based on a dling improvements have been addressed in a similar fashion
concept that is often used when sawing by hand. It provides to the saw arm, utilizing servo-driven bar feeds. This, along
a “rocking” motion to the blade, which is similar to saw- with some other improvements, has doubled the weight caing a log using a hand saw and using a ‘see-saw’ motion pacity from 10,000 pounds to 20,000 pounds, which is important when cutting large,
with the saw. The unique
heavy alloy billets.
pressure control reduces
Along with the new and
the surface area contacting
updated
features, newer
the teeth. The concentrated
When the blade begins cutting
models
will
also employ inforce on fewer teeth reduccrooked due to dulling or excessive
tegration into Industry 4.0
es sawing time, increases
force on the blade, the adjustable
utilizing MT Connect. The
blade life, and improves
sensor reports this and forces
Association for Manufacthe sawing process when
the
saw
to
stop
cutting,
pausing
turing Technology has decutting the tougher matethe sawing cycle.
veloped this open-source
rials due to the increased
communication standard
penetration of the teeth.
to make a variety of maWhile the problem of
crooked cutting and blade life is improved with the active Cut chines able to communicate, which will facilitate remote
Watcher and the Blade Enhancer, other issues were also ad- machine monitoring and offline job programming, moving
dressed by HE&M Saw engineers. The sheer weight of exotic saws and sawing feedback into the realm that programmaterials can be an issue when moving the material through mable CNC machines have already largely evolved. ■

www.metalcenternews.com
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Cost Saving Initiatives

Deliver Measurable
Gains
Service centers can learn the costs of the variables inherent in processing metals.

S

teel service centers are
likely aware of documented cost savings initiatives
for satisfying requests for
proposals and purchases. Documented cost savings programs have become
increasingly popular in recent years
and are a company and end-user requirement in some cases where there
is a drive to reduce operating costs.
Some do this by trying to purchase less
costly products, while others require
their supplier to provide them with a
cost savings analysis. It is not uncommon to have documented cost savings
as a requirement for compensation
by customers or as necessary internal
documentation for management. If
you are not already using cost savings
programs, it is advantageous to understand what these programs look like
and what they can do for you.

Cost Savings Tests
Ask your suppliers, including band
saw blade manufacturers, for cost savings documentation. Documented cost
savings programs may consider a number of elements. The cost of the product
is a primary consideration. The documented cost savings form will have the
current product as well as the new product being tested, and you or your suppli-

er may run each product anywhere from
a few minutes each, to a full lifespan
test. For example, when calculating the
cost savings of a band saw blade, counting the number of cuts in an allotted
time frame and running a calculation
will provide the estimated cost per cut
ratio of each, with an annualized product savings. Some programs, such as the
cost savings program offered by The L.S.
Starrett Co. take this a step further and
consider potential labor savings. This is
where the real savings emerge.
For example, in a real-world application using bi-metal band saw blades,
the user was cutting 19-inch round
steel material. During the cost savings
test, Starrett ran the same parameters of
121-feet-per-minute from the previous
blade so the change in longevity could
be measured. It is imperative that only
a single variable is changed at a time
so you can accurately measure the
performance of the variable you wish
to change, whether it is cutting speed,
flatness, roughness average, or longevity. In this case, increasing blade longevity was the goal. Starrett was able to
add an additional 2.75 hours of blade
life in the application, increasing it
from 5.5 hours to 8.25 hours. When
factoring in the labor to change blades
on an annual basis, the increased

The L.S. Starrett Company, Athol, Mass., is a global manufacturer of band
saw blade solutions and measuring tools for manufacturing operations.
For more information, call 978-249-3551 or visit www.starrett.com.
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blade life, and decreased blade cost,
Starrett was able to document savings
of $185,000 per year.
Now with an understanding of
the anatomy of cost savings tests and
what they measure, why do you need
to document these programs, rather
than simply try out new products?

Documentation is vital for a few
reasons:

1. When a new purchasing manager comes to a company, familiar
patterns of product purchases and
preferred vendors are also brought
to the table. This can be beneficial,
but in many cases it is not optimal or
based on timely analysis. The same
thing happens with operators where
there is an industry-wide struggle to
keep skilled talent long term. Each
may come with their own ideas and
preferred products, and due to high
employee turnover, a manufacturer
may find itself with tool cribs full of
products that are rarely or never used.
By documenting the cost savings testing, there will exist files of the best
product for the job, and their associated costs. Rather than taking recommendations based on preconceived
rationale, each request can be approached systematically.
2. At the end of the fiscal year, when
your company might ask for an annual
assessment review, you can show them
all the savings you are creating. For
example, by understanding the imporwww.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at The L.S. Starrett Co.

tance of labor costs, you may identify
speed of completing a job as the most
vital variable to change, even when
there may have been an increase in the
cost of the product during the year. With
documentation, you can show that although you have spent more on equipment, you have increased productivity
by a measurable amount, and as result,
saved thousands in labor. Using data to
drive effective and meaningful change,
it is easier to prove to a purchasing
agent how equipment cost may be less
important.

and welders as well as high production sawing jobs. Starrett saw specialists, territory representatives, or product managers can visit your jobsite to
do a full evaluation from start to finish.
Dedicating some time to run cost savings tests can result in dramatic savings

that can protect your company in a virulent market or increase cash on hand
for further growth and investments.
Remove the guesswork with
supporting data that tells a story of
empirical
fact,
not
anecdotal
opinions. ■

Rather than
taking recommendations
based on preconceived
rationale, each request
can be approached
systematically, and real
data can be used to
drive decisions.

3. Finally, when it comes to review time, this is great leverage that
demonstrates the important contributions you make to the company.

Remove Guesswork
By systematically running a documented cost savings analysis, a
change in technology may be in order
rather than continuing to use obsolete
or ineffective equipment. An operator
may resist change and be hesitant to
consider new tools and vendors; however, a cost assessment can provide
real data for making the transition.
The L.S. Starrett Company offers
documented cost savings programs for
a broad range of cutting requirements
for steel service centers, fabricators
www.metalcenternews.com
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Good Enough for
the Rails
AMSAW’s connection to the railroad industry began with a carbide circular saw in 1973.

T

ransporting goods on railroads requires less
energy and therefore helps to improve the
greenhouse situation. It’s the reason why the
rail industry has to put so much emphasis on
production and repair of rails during the last few years.
AMSAW from American Machine & Engineering developed the first carbide circular saw to cut rails in 1973
for MetalCut.
AMSAW was also a lead developer of efficient drilling machines that used carbide indexable insert drills to
improve the tool life.
Abrasive saws, which were used in the past, were not
accurate enough for certain applications, required additional machining, cost more per cut and presented a
significant safety risk for personnel, due to the hazards of
abrasive cutting.
High Speed Steel saws and band saws using Bi-Metal
bands were not cost-efficient because of the work-hardening material that the rails were made of, which resulted
in poor tool life. Hard rail car wheels running dry on the
rails, often covered with sand and dirt, wore down the
top contact surface. Also, on curves, the rails are worn
more on the side which is critical for the function of the
tracking. These sections of rail in the curves must by prematurely replaced, while the rails on the straight tracks
are still acceptable.
To make the rails last longer, the material was changed
to a high carbon and manganese/steel alloy and the wear
surface was hardened to about 50HRC.
Flame-hardening the wear surfaces would normally
keep the core of the rails soft. The high carbon and manganese/steel alloy, however, through-hardened the rail
much deeper.
Advanced Machine & Engineering, Rockford, Ill.,
provides manufacturing solutions, including the
AMSAW carbide sawing brand. For more information,
call 800-225-4263 or visit www.ame.com.
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As the wheels roll on the wear surface, the surface
gets harder and harder. Only abrasive wheels or carbidetipped blades would cut such rail efficiently and with an
acceptable tool life. The first few AMSAW-MetalCut carbide saws were horizontal slide saws based on the standard MetalCut 12 model. In 2010, AMSAW developed
a less expensive pivot saw for smaller repair rail yards
which performed very well.
In the 1970s and 80s, most rail yards still used abrasive saws and it took over 20 years to replace them with
carbide saws.

Today, most rails are welded
together but need a smooth surface
for the weld process, which carbide
sawing produces.

Before welding was perfected, rails were bolted together with tie plates on the sides and a lot of holes had
to be drilled. Today, most rails are welded together but
need a smooth surface for the weld process, which carbide sawing produces. Drilling holes with HSS twist drills
resulted in poor tool life.
This was tremendously improved with carbide-indexable insert drills. Such carbide drilling required very stiff
machines to prevent vibrations. AME developed several
types of these drilling machines to suit different applications, such as single or multiple spindle drills with single
slides or cross slides – some even with robot tool changers
for special applications. The cutting speed of carbide drills
is very fast – about six inches per minute or eight seconds
per hole.
Railroad tracks require mechanisms to alter the track
positions in different directions; they are called “Frogs
and Switches.” Such mechanisms require angular cuts.
www.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at AME.

Some rail processing companies only handle the
Angular rail cutting saws are not high-production saws
and the rails are often manually positioned and clamped most common standard rails – the 132-, 141- and the
175-pound ASTM Rails. Others handle crane rails and
to make them less costly.
Special rail-sawing systems are designed and built in odd sizes are used for special applications.
Saws are also used on rail carts to repair rails in the
cooperation with the customer to process the rails’ cost
field. In the past this was
efficiently. Depending
done with torches or abraon the productivity resive saws. However, the
quirements, the lengthsparks from the abrasive
measuring system can
Angular rail cutting saws are
saws and the welding
be done manually with
not
high-production
saws
and
the
caused forest fires. Carbide
a tape or automatically
rails are often manually positioned
saws are cold saws, which
with sophisticated rack
and clamped to make them
produce red hot chips that
and pinion operated
can be contained much
end stops or with speless costly.
easier and can be applied
cial laser measuring sysmore safely. Carbide saws
tems.
are now the backbone of
Some rail processing
lines have gripper type measuring slides on the load side rail cutting and will eventually replace most other cutting
of the saw, which positions the rail accurately and also methods.
Sawing rail is a demanding task that demonstrates the
separates the rail on the incoming side to avoid rubbing
capabilities of a solutions provider. ■
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Size Matters,

Especially in Cutting
Metal service centers have always struggled with the need to
cut large materials with the efficiency of a waterjet cutting system.

M

any current Flow
customers have been
clamoring for a large
format system to accommodate larger materials or more
materials at once. Applications that
require large format waterjet include
cutting large 20-foot plates for
the marine industry for government and commercial boat kits.
Additionally, they are needed
for large infrastructure projects
such as bridges and highways
that require using master plates
with sizes of 8 feet by 24 feet
and 10 feet by 20 feet.
In a broader sense, many
service centers focus their businesses around the ability to load
and process larger plates that
smaller job shops can’t handle. End
customers buy steel at low margin,
then send it to a waterjet shop to be
cut so they can resell at higher margins. With a waterjet of its own, the
service center can increase its margins by cutting parts and selling directly to end customers. This enables
customers to get their parts faster with
fewer logistical headaches.
Most customers lack the material handling equipment capable of
accommodating large plates, so they
often reach out to a metal service

center capable of cutting large sheets
for them. Many service centers are
looking to have the unique ability to
cut larger sheets to differentiate them
in the marketplace.
Flow has supplied the answer by
thinking big and producing the Mach

700 waterjet. The Mach 700 is bigger, faster, and stronger than any other waterjet on the market, providing
metal service centers with the confidence to take on larger format work.
The Mach 700 offers large cutting table options that allow multiple
cutting heads at once and easily accommodates large metal plates. The
high-speed cutting system drives productivity gains with acceleration that is
two times faster than any other waterjet. The robust design of the Mach 700
makes it built to handle rigorous use,

day in and day out – a key consideration for metal service centers looking
for a solid return on their investment.
The Mach 700 meets these demands by enabling cutting of large
parts quickly and easily. Loading and
unloading is fast and efficient, and
users can add an additional gantry and multiple cutting heads to
drive dramatic increases in production. The Mach 700 is engineered for strength and speed,
and built with all steel construction to handle heavy duty use.
Service center operators
are always looking to reduce
costs and the Mach 700 meets
that need by cutting with superior speed and driving down the
overall part processing times.
The increased productivity means
lower costs and higher margins on
large format work.
The Mach 700 has not sacrificed
accuracy for size and speed. Its
industry-leading helical rack-andpinion drive system ensures smooth
motion across the large table for accurate and precise cutting. The Mach
700 combines a big table, fine details, and easy-to-use software, making it the ideal large format cutting
solution.

Big Support
Flow is the only supplier who researches, designs and manufactures the entire
waterjet system. For more information, visit www.f owwaterjet.com.
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The Mach 700 isn’t just big in the
way it handles demanding environments and exacting expectations. It
www.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at Flow.

also comes with FlowCare Service,
the service and maintenance program
that delivers more productivity and reliability through world class support.
Certified Flow technicians, preventive maintenance plans, high pressure
exchange programs, on-time parts
delivery, support and comprehensive
training are all part of this customerfocused program.
FlowCare enables customers to
maximize uptime and increase profits with a choice of three levels of
genuine Flow support tailored to fit
every business budget. The Standard

what breaks. It’s about keeping a
waterjet system healthy and running
at optimal performance. Leveraging
40-plus years of experience, Flow services customers’ waterjets at the exact
right intervals for performance, all but
eliminating unscheduled downtime.

This enables service center owners to
save time and money with a healthy
waterjet. FlowCare helps businesses
mitigate the unexpected and manage
their Mach 700 professionally, ensuring optimum up-time and longer machine life. ■

With a waterjet
of its own, the service
center can increase
its margins by
cutting parts and
selling directly to
end customers. This
enables customers to
get their parts faster
with fewer logistical
headaches.

level provides world-class service
and support. The Plus level provides
comprehensive coverage and unique
advantages on top of Flow’s standard
service – automatically scheduled exchange programs, consumables, and
an extended factory warranty. The
Complete level provides comprehensive coverage including all the benefits of the Standard and Plus programs
as well as additional exclusive advantages including proactive management and tracking, maintaining and
inspecting of customer systems.
Maintenance isn’t about fixing
www.metalcenternews.com
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Don’t Let Your Cutting

Get Bogged Down
Integrated conveyor systems work as hard as your cutting machinery to realize your
application’s potential, improving ROI, and enhancing safety.

S

aw processing bottlenecks in metal service
centers often occur because saw operators are
handling material or waiting on it.

An idle saw stalls ROI and drains potential profit. Staging and discharge
conveyors and skids are designed to
enable the saw operator to be most
productive with “teeth in the metal”

Since 1964, Steel Storage Systems has concentrated on solving the
diverse and difﬁcult problems of storing and handling metal. For more
information, visit www.steelstorage.com.
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throughout their shift.
A dedicated material handler can
pick and load an entire day’s cutting
orders on the accumulation transfers
and take processed orders for packaging, kitting or shipping and return
remnants to inventory or recycle
them without interrupting or delaying saw processing. The saw operator
feeds material to the saw via transfers
www.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at Steel Storage Systems.

and infeed roller conveyor, moves the more robust transfer conveyor nies, particularly large corporations,
don’t put a price tag on safety. Powfinished parts and remnants on the system.
ered components from Steel Storage
outfeed roller conveyor and unloads
Systems eliminate injuries caused by
either with exit transfers or a pushbar Enhancing Safety and Effectiveness
mechanism and skids. The accumulaCustomers today are putting human interface that are especially
prevalent with metals aption and discharge methplications. Additional safeod maximizes throughty features include safety
put and enhances safety
gates and mats, light curby providing handling
An idle saw stalls ROI and
tains, roller conveyor pivot
flexibility and enabling
drains
potential
profi
t.
Staging
and
sections, warning lights
the operator to run the
discharge conveyors and skids are
and horns, and convenient
saw exclusively and condesigned to enable the saw operator
remote operator consoles
tinuously. All phases of
to
be
most
productive
with
‘teeth
in
to add safety precautions
the process run indepenand prevent accidents.
dently and continuously
the metal’ throughout their shift.
Service center operators
to keep up with the saw’s
can enable continuous saw
output.
processing by upgrading
equal emphasis on increasing pro- conventional infeed and outfeed conTransferConveyors for Complex and
ductivity and improving safety in the veyor systems with accumulation and
Heavy-Duty Applications
Transfer conveyors comprise two equipment they buy. Many compa- discharge transfer conveyors or skids. ■
or more arms that transport material
on a large roller chain powered by a
common drive shaft. The transfer arms
intersect with a roller conveyor and
arms raise and lower to load material to the infeed or unload from the
outfeed roller conveyor. Material
moves on the transfers sequentially
with minimal travel allowing recurrent staging. Transfer arms are supplied in specified widths, quantities,
and spacings to handle virtually any
length and weight material, and various types simultaneously.

Pushbar Ejector System for Small
Applications
The Pushbar Ejector System is an
alternative to discharge transfer conveyor designed for smaller cutting
applications. A pushbar mechanism
mounts to the roller conveyor and
clears finished cuts off of the outfeed
onto fixed discharge skids with a
sweeping motion. Applications with
higher processing output, heavier
materials, or larger quantities require
www.metalcenternews.com
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Five Reasons Why

Table Slats are Important
Sometimes, when troubleshooting plasma cut quality, the plasma is not the problem.

N

one of us wants to sleep on a lumpy mattress,
and if we did, we wouldn’t expect to get a
good night’s sleep. It’s the same with cutting
beds. When slats are worn, bent, or covered
in dross, the plate can’t lie flat, so it’s impossible to get a
good cut.
Table slats are just strips of metal. Their functionality is
basic in comparison to the operation of a plasma system;
nevertheless, table slats impact plasma system performance
almost as much as the plasma arc itself. That’s because
smooth slats support and level your metal plate, and they are
critical for maintaining the proper torch height and cut angle
throughout the cut. Plus, when the torch-to-work distance is
accurate, you avoid torch collisions to maximize cut speed
and eliminate rework when the plate comes off the table.

The Truth about Slats
Table slats are perfectly smooth and level when a new
cutting machine arrives, but with use, molten metal gradually forms along the top and sides of the slats. This metal or slag
build-up, creates peaks and valleys that can destabilize the
plate, making it impossible to level. Then there is the general
Hypertherm, Hanover, N.H., is a provider of cutting
systems, plus software, motion controls and consumables.
For more information, visit www.hypertherm.com.
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weight of plate metal. A heavy plate will cause slats to bow,
bend and warp. Lastly, if you are cutting standard parts in
the same position, over the same slats, the repeated cut path
will remove the slat’s top edge completely, making it useless.

The Benefits of Maintaining Your Slats
Slats are literally the foundation of plasma cutting and
no amount of plasma optimization can counteract an offset plate. Therefore, it’s critical for owners and operators to
regularly clean the slats and to replace them when there
is excessive wear or distortion. Getting into the habit of
inspecting your slats is an important part of plasma cutting
and any routine maintenance schedule.
A commitment to maintaining your slats will benefit
you and your business in several ways:
1. Better cut quality – You will reduce angularity for
consistently straighter cuts.
2. Better system performance – Your torch-height-control can maintain the proper torch-to-work distance
for better cut quality.
3. Longer consumable life – Consumable life will not
be wasted on slag, misfires or bad cuts. Good consumables will not be damaged prematurely by molten metal blowing back on the shield or through collisions with the plate.
4. Greater productivity – You will reduce processing
time and material waste.
www.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at Hypertherm.

5. Lower operating costs – You will save money on

avoid always cutting in the same place.
Third, put your plate on clean and level slats. No, slat
maintenance isn’t a fun task, but when considering the list
of benefits, it makes the value of that work more obvious.
Some Best Practices
There are some practices that will keep your table slats Your table manufacturer should have more specific advice
in optimum shape. The first step is to do a quick visual on how to maintain your table’s slats. Reach out to them for
their suggestions.
inspection before you
Fourth, always keep a
even put a plate on the
full set of replacement slats
slats. If you have a water
on-hand. You can buy new
table, you may need to
Slats are literally the foundation
slats directly from your table
siphon off some of the
of plasma cutting and no amount
manufacturer or even make
water so you can see
of plasma optimization can
your own. If you choose to
your slats. Then remove
counteract an offset plate.
make your own, it is wise to
slag and replace slats
first contact your OEM for
that are bent or worn.
the fabrication specificaNext, before cutting
begins, think about your nest arrangement and pay at- tions and requirements.
These solid insights on how the condition of your slats
tention to the cut path throughout the nest. It might make
sense to reconfigure the parts between plates, so the cut can impact the plasma cutting process make building-in
paths are varied. If you have a much larger cutting area, routine maintenance processes worth the effort. After all, it
you can move the plate to different spots on the bed to will save money and prevent unwanted headaches. ■
consumables, materials and labor.

www.metalcenternews.com
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Laser vs. Waterjet:

Tale of the Tape

L

Each method of cutting has its advantages and disadvantages.

aser cutting and waterjet
cutting – as a service center, you likely already know
what both of these are, and
have even used them in your own business. While both processes have been
around for a few decades now, they are
both considered relatively new, and
only continue to grow in popularity.
Leverwood is a blade and knife
manufacturer for the metals
industry. For more information,
visit www.leverwood.com.
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How Does Laser Cutting Work?
If you’re picturing laser beams
or light sabers from science fiction,
you’re actually not too far off. Have
you ever taken a magnifying glass out
in the bright sun and burned a small
hole in something with it? Using a
concentrated beam of light as you do
with a magnifying glass, is actually
how laser cutting works.
A laser cutter takes a laser beam
– “a column of very high-intensity
light of a single wavelength” invisible
to the naked human eye – and using

mirrors, refocuses the beam so it concentrates into a single pinpoint. By
focusing the laser, the light becomes
superheated in one spot and cuts objects as close as .006 inches, depending on cutting speed.

What Are the Advantages of
Laser Cutting?
There are several reasons as to why
laser cutting has become so popular
and common in the last few years,
mostly due to its advantages in lowering lead times. At Leverwood, we use

www.metalcenternews.com

Editor’s Note: This article was contributed by the experts at Leverwood.

a new state-of-the-art CNC laser metal
cutting machine. This new laser cutting machine makes more precise cuts
than other equipment and creates even
more accurate blades. Here are a few
reasons why we recommend taking
advantage of laser cutting services:
Incredible Precision – More precise than its waterjet cutting counterpart, laser cutting is where you’ll want
to turn to for finely detailed projects.
As we mentioned earlier, laser cutting can cut as small as .006 inches,
while waterjet cutting only goes to .02
inches.
Lower Risk of Contaminating
Materials – Laser cutting offers the
advantage of not having the cutting
tool come into direct contact with
the material. Depending on how
sensitive the material you’re working
with is, that can be a huge advantage.
Without that tool-to-material contact,
there is a much lower risk of contaminating your material.
Lowered Risk of Deformation –
While a lot of common materials need
heat to be cut, a lot of the times, the
material can melt and cause deformation. When you use laser cutting for
your project, the heated area is so
small that you significantly reduce
possible distortion in your materials.

What Are the Disadvantages of
Laser Cutting?
There are a lot of advantages to
utilizing laser cutting services, but it
may not be ideal for every single project. There are a few times where you
may need to turn elsewhere when you
need your materials cut with accurate
precision.
Metal Combinations with Different Melting Points – If your project
has two or more types of metal combinations, you have to take into consideration if each metal has a differwww.metalcenternews.com

ent melting point. If so, you may not
get the precision or results that you’re
looking for.
Can’t Cut Highly Reflective Metals – When cutting highly reflective
materials, a laser metal cutting machine may not be your best route.

Materials such as copper, bronze,
brass, aluminum, gold, and silver
can reflect up to 95 percent of visible
light. Since laser cutting uses light and
mirrors, the reflecting can cause problems for cutting.
(continued on page 23)

POWER THROUGH ALUMINUM
ALLOYS WITH
INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH
PERFORMANCE.

fm8 Plate Saw

VIRTUAL MACHINE
DEMOS AVAILABLE

With its powerful, frequency-controlled 46 HP motor, the
Schelling fm8 Plate Saw delivers precise, exceptionally high cutting
performance for aluminum alloys and other non-ferrous metals. A uniquely
engineered air floatation turntable provides a safe, ergonomic solution for
turning parts from rip to cross cut. Schelling’s patented “CLEAN UP Cut”
function enables the fm8 to operate almost chip free even when making
scrape cuts. Choose the fm8 to accelerate and simplify the non-ferrous
metal cut-to-size process.

301 Kitty Hawk Drive, Morrisville, NC
919.544.0430 | www.imaschelling.us
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Sawing Technology Changes...
to increase efficiency and cutting quality further and to be
able to process larger diameters. The old circular saw was
replaced with a high-performance band saw from the KASTOtec SC 4 series. This is strictly designed for separating
larger workpieces, in particular, solid and difficult-to-cut
materials. It features a cutting range of 430 millimetres and
can operate with HSS as well as carbide band saw blades.

(continued from page 3)

KASTO updated the drives of the storage system and saw
using modern three-phase-motors. Together with KASTO,
Liebherr Components developed a custom-made solution to
automate the handling of the cut pieces. An industrial robot
moves between the two saws on a linear axis. This robot is
equipped with several exchangeable magnetic grippers to
pick-up various workpieces from the material disposal of the
sawing machine. The robot arm can easily lift up to 350 kilos.

Retrofitting as an economical alternative
The bar storage and KASTOhba band saw were in good
mechanical working condition. However, the drives and
control systems were no longer state-of-the-art after such a
long time. “On the one hand, this had an impact on the
availability, and on the other hand the spare parts were becoming difficult to procure,” says Lützel. “KASTO offered
us the option to retrofit both of the systems as an economical alternative to replacing them.” This option comprised
of replacing the control cabinets and operating panels, the
cable carriers and cables to the operating gantry crane, measuring systems and drive controllers of the storage system.
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Everything from a single source
As the general contractor, KASTO was responsible for
implementing the entire project: from the modernisation of
the existing saw and storage technology to the reconstruction
of the new band saw through to the installation and setup
of the linear axis and industrial robot. KASTO experts were
also responsible for the integration of the various machine
control systems into a uniform and easy-to-operate system.
The automation reduces noise from the process as the cut
pieces are no longer dropped into containers, but it also protects some of the more sensitive materials from damage. ■

www.metalcenternews.com

Laser vs. Waterjet: Tale of the Tape...

(continued from page 21)

What Are the Advantages of Waterjet Cutting?

What Are the Disadvantages of Waterjet Cutting?

Just like laser cutting, waterjet cutting is an extremely
accurate manufacturing process. As we mentioned earlier,
waterjet cutters can cut sizes as small as .02 inches. Here
are a few more of its well-known advantages.
Cuts Almost Any Material – Waterjet cutters can cut almost any material that traditional cutting methods can, as
well as a few more. Whether it’s stone, metals or glass, there
aren’t many materials that waterjets can’t cut.
No Heat Produced – Remember one of the issues we
mentioned previously about laser cutters sometimes having problems with melting materials that have different
melting points? This is where waterjets come to the rescue.
Since waterjet cutters use significantly less heat and don’t
overheat any areas close to where you’re cutting, your materials remain intact and undamaged.
Considered “Green Technology” – Because waterjet
cutters use…well, water, to cut materials, these machines
do not create any hazardous waste. It also allows for scrap
metal to be recycled and uses very little water when cutting.

While this method of metal fabrication is still commonly used, there are a few disadvantages to waterjet cutting
that we want to bring up. It’s because of these reasons (and
a few others) that have Leverwood consistently turning to
laser cutting almost every time.
Much Longer Cutting Time – One of the biggest reasons
we love our laser cutter is the machine loads and unloads
material automatically and cuts much faster than any other
method. When we can cut faster, we can afford more capacity for projects and get our customers a quicker delivery time.
Waterjet cutting is slower than the laser cutting method, and
we’re always looking to work as efficiently as possible.
Less Accuracy with Thicker Materials – When you use
waterjet cutting, the area closest to the stream of water is
going to receive the most force. Because of this, thicker
materials can sometimes cut less accurately since the
stream is further away from the point of impact. The result
is that the cuts sometimes look slightly more diagonal than
giving a clean, straight line. ■

CUT IT ON A COSEN | www.cosensaws.com
www.metalcenternews.com
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Tool and Die Steels • High Speed Steels • Mold Steels • Hot Work Die Steels

americanspecialtymetals.com
800-359-5959
recjr@americanspecialtymetals.com

Grades: D-2, A-2, S-7, M-2, H-13, O-1, 420SS, 4140
Other grades available, please inquire

It’s not just our name, it’s our reputation.
Whether you need bars cut from plate, blocks or full plates we have you covered.

